Goals of the Biblical Studies Certificate:
- To provide broad knowledge of the Bible’s content
- To familiarize you with traditional and modern tools of biblical interpretation
- To acquaint you with the historical and cultural environments surrounding the Bible

Benefits of the Biblical Studies Certificate:
- It shows awareness of diversity and culture on a transcript or resume
- It is useful when applying to academic graduate schools and programs
- It is useful when applying to divinity schools and similar professional programs

Departments Involved:
- English
- Judaic Studies
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Biblical Studies

The Biblical Studies Certificate is an interdisciplinary program designed for students who desire comprehensive knowledge of the Bible, its literary formation, its historical context, and the basic tools of biblical scholarship. The certificate offers courses in both Hebrew Bible/Old Testament and New Testament. In order to suit the individual student’s interests or academic goals, the certificate’s elective courses cover a wide variety of Bible-oriented topics -- from demons to the Dead Sea Scrolls!

CORE COURSES – 9 hours
- JUDC2028, Introduction to Biblical Studies
- JUDC2029, Bible: Hebrew Scriptures
- JUDC3028, Women in the Bible

ELECTIVES – 9 hours from any of the following:

Historical Background
- JUDC1027, History of Jewish Civilization I
- JUDC2027, Jesus, Judaism, and History
- JUDC2030, Mysteries of the Bible, Jerusalem
- JUDC3080, Dead Sea Scrolls
- JUDC3093, Archaeology & the Bible
- JUDC4005, The Bible and the Ancient World

Texts and Contexts
- ENGL2076, Old Testament Literature
- ENGL2077, New Testament Literature
- JUDC1033, Ancient Stories of Creation
- JUDC2026, Survey of the New Testament
- JUDC2031, Biblical Poetry
- JUDC2032, Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha
- JUDC2052, Introduction to Jewish Literature
- JUDC3001, Biblical Narratives
- JUDC3003, Biblical Interpretation in the Greco-Roman Period
- JUDC3048, The New Testament in its Jewish Matrix

Biblical Topics
- ENGL3050, Bible and Literature I
- ENGL3051, Bible and Literature II
- JUDC2033, The Old Testament Between Jews and Christians
- JUDC2037, Demons in the Bible
- JUDC2039, Evolution of the Angel
- JUDC2074, Religion and the Bible in Film
- JUDC3017, God
- JUDC3050, Judaic Studies Study Tour
- JUDC4087, Book of Job & the Problem of Evil

Declaring the Biblical Studies Certificate?
[Link](http://www.artsci.uc.edu/students/undergrad/forms/declare_major/as-declare-certificate.html)

Adding the Biblical Studies Certificate?
[Link](http://www.artsci.uc.edu/students/undergrad/forms/declare_major/as-additional-certificate.html)

Need information about the Biblical Studies Certificate? Course availability? Anything else? Please contact:

John Brolley
Coordinator/Advisor, Biblical Studies and Religious Studies Certificates
3506 French Hall West
(513)556-6669
john.brolley@uc.edu